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Abstract 

Special-Purpose Modeling Techniques for Ringsail Parachutes 

by 

Jason M. Pausewang 

The Team for Advanced Flow Simulation and Modeling (T*AFSM) at Rice Uni

versity developed and advanced stabilized space-time fluid-structure interaction 

(SSTFSI) technique for the purpose of accurately modeling complex fluid dynamics 

conditions in which fluid and structure effects are mutually dependent. Sometimes 

simulation complexity requires reduction to levels commensurate with current compu

tational capabilities. Here, special techniques have been developed to accommodate 

particular challenges in modeling the complicated geometry of ringsail and ribbon 

parachutes, namely: geometric smoothing and porosity homogenization. Geomet

ric smoothing of the fluid interface decreases the level of intricacy of the fluid mesh 

while allowing a geometrically authentic structure mesh. Porosity homogenization 

allows for a representative projection of structure mesh properties to a corresponding 

incompatible fluid interface mesh. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Fluid-structure interaction (FSI) computations allow testing of complex situations 

while reducing the cost involved with experimentation. Yet the the limitations of 

computational power still require specialized approaches to overcome problem-specific 

issues. The inherently complex nature of parachute geometry requires specialized 

methods such as geometric smoothing, geometric-porosity homogenization, and shape 

determination. The use of such techniques allows the very complicated parachutes 

for the Orion program to be modeled with resources availible. This thesis describes 

the implementation of the previously mentioned techniques and some of the results. 

1.1 Motivation 

With the expectation that NASA will retire the space shuttle fleet in 2010, the ad

ministration set out to address the direction the United States space program would 

pursue. The Vision for Space Exploration outlined the major goals, to include the 

development of Orion [8]. Orion was concieved as a means to both orbital and extra-

orbital space needs. The overall scheme is based directly on upscaled Apollo designs. 

This decision was motivated by the needs to reduce cost and minimize development 

time. Using Apollo as a foundation provides reliability as seen by the success of the 

previous work while allowing upgrades to state-of-the-art technology [8]. 

1 
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The Parachute Assembly System (PAS) on Orion presumabily consists of a pair 

of Variable Porosity Conical Ribbon (VPCR) parachutes for the drogue system and 

a trio of quarter sphere Variable Porosity Ringsal (VPR) parachutes for the main de

ployment assembly. While the two have substantially different geometries, simulating 

either one is possible with use of the FSI Geometric Smoothing Technique (FSI-

GST) [25]. The additional supplementary techniques of porosity homogenization and 

shape determination further aid the simulation process. 

T*AFSM's parachute work has previously consited of modeling mostly flat, round 

parachutes and some work with parafoils [10, 11, 12, 5, 23, 22, 14, 13, 26, 27, 31]. The 

continuous, low-porosity nature of the fabric lended itself to modeling as a uniform 

material with no porosity1. However, the extreme loads placed on the Orion PAS 

necessitate slits within the fabric as well as varying fabric porosity to minimize stress 

at high velocities. Consequently, NASA selected the conical ribbon and ringsail de

signs for the drogue and main parachutes, respectively. The significant flow through 

the canopy itself precludes modeling the parachutes as homogenous, zero-porosity 

surfaces. 

However, the piece-wise compilation of ribbons and ring-sails into a single canopy 

dramatically increases the complexity of mesh generation and mesh updating if also 

maintaining 100% model fidelity for fluid mechanics computations. The geometric 

smoothing technique pairs a high-fidelity structure interface with a smoothened fluid 

interface. This reduces the number of fluid interface nodes but uses a geometrically 

accurate structure mesh to calculate canopy stresses. Nodal mapping between the 

fluid and structure interface meshes is done directly where nodes in each mesh occupy 

the same spatial location and based on spatially weighted averages elsewhere. 

Since fluid dynamics equations are solved at the nodes of the fluid interface and not 

the structure nodes, the fabric porosity, which is a strictly structural property, must 

be applied to the fluid interface via Homogenized Modeling of Geometric Porosity 
1 Fabric porosity was then taken into account in [25]. 
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(HMGP) [30, 29]. This porosity homogenization can be accomplished by one of two 

means. Either a uniform porosity is applied over the entire canopy so that canopy 

drag and payload weight match, or a locally-varying porosity is calibrated from a high-

fidelity geometric slice of the total parachute. The former method is much simpler 

in implementation but less accurate in approximating local flow and, consequently, 

local stresses. The latter method, while more accurate locally, requires significantly 

more time and effort while still needing a calibration step similar to the first method. 

1.2 Overview 

Chapter 2 presents the governing equations used throughout these computations. 

This section includes a description of the Navier-Stokes equations for incompressible 

flows followed by the structural mechanics equations. 

Chapter 3 provides the detail for the finite element formulations. The fluid me

chanics part is solved using the Deforming-Spatial-Domain/Stabilized Space-Time 

(DSD/SST) formulation [15, 19, 20, 16]. Structural mechanics are modeled using a 

finite element formulation of the principle of virtual work [7, 3, 11]. These are inte

grated using the Stabilized Space-Time Fluid-Structure Interaction (SSTFSI) [25]. 

Chapters 4 and 5 detail the special techniques for parachute simulation. Chapter 4 

contains the specifics of geometric smoothing and porosity homogenization. Chapter 

5 illustrates the use of geometric smoothing and porosity homogenization for two 

parachutes. 



Chapter 2 

Governing Equations 

2.1 Fluid mechanics 

Let Qt C Rn"d be the spatial domain with boundary r t at time t G (0, T). The sub

script t indicates the time-dependence of the domain. The Navier-Stokes equations 

of incompressible flows are written on Q,t and Vi € (0,T) as 

p(j£ + u-Vu-f\-V-<r = 0 , (2.1) 

V - t t = 0 , (2.2) 

where p, u and f are the density, velocity and the external force, respectively. The 

stress tensor <x is defined as 

<T{p,u) = -pl + 2y£{u) , (2.3) 

with 

e(ti) = \ ((Vn) + (Vu) r ) . (2.4) 

4 
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Here p is the pressure, I is the identity tensor, JJ, = pu is the viscosity, u is the 

kinematic viscosity, and e(u) is the strain-rate tensor. The essential and natural 

boundary conditions for Eq. (2.1) are represented as 

u = g on (r t)g , (2.5) 

n • a = h on (r t)h , (2.6) 

where (Tt)g and {Tt)h are complementary subsets of the boundary Tt, n is the unit 

normal vector, and g and h are given functions. A divergence-free velocity field u0(x) 

is specified as the initial condition. 

2.2 Structural mechanics 

Let £1* C RUxd be the spatial domain with boundary V*, where nxd = 2 for membranes 

and nxd = 1 for cables. The superscript "s" indicates the structure. The parts of Tf 

corresponding to the essential and natural boundary conditions are represented by 

(r*) and (r*)h. The equations of motion are written as 

where ps, y, fs and as are the material density, structural displacement, external 

force and the Cauchy stress tensor, respectively. Here r\ is an artificial damping co

efficient, which is nonzero only in computations where time accuracy is not required, 

such as in determining the deformed shape of the structure for specified fluid mechan

ics forces acting on it. Such computations typically precede any fluid mechanics or 

fluid-structure interaction computations, and the artificial damping facilitates reach

ing that initial shape in a robust way. The stresses are expressed in terms of the 

second Piola-Kirchoff stress tensor S, which is related to the Cauchy stress tensor 

through a kinematic transformation. Under the assumption of large displacements 
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and rotations, small strains, and no material damping, the membranes and cables 

are characterized with linearly-elastic material properties. For membranes, under the 

assumption of plane stress, S becomes: 

Sij = {\aGiiGkl + ns (GilGjk + GikGjl)) Ekl , (2.8) 

where for the case of isotropic plane stress A* = 2Xsfj,s/(Xs + 2/is). Here, Eki are 

the components of the Green-Lagrange strain tensor, G%j are the contravariant com

ponents of the metric tensor in the original configuration, and As and fi" are the 

Lame constants. For cables, under the assumption of uniaxial tension, S becomes 

S11 = EcG
nGuE\\, where Ec is the Young's modulus for the cable. 



Chapter 3 

Finite Element Formulations 

3.1 DSD/SST formulation of fluid mechanics 

In the DSD/SST method [15, 19, 20, 16], the finite element formulation is written over 

a sequence of N space-time slabs Qn, where Qn is the slice of the space-time domain 

between the time levels tn and tn+\. At each time step, the integrations are performed 

over Qn. The space-time finite element interpolation functions are continuous within 

a space-time slab, but discontinuous from one space-time slab to another. The 

notation (•)" and (•)+ will denote the function values at tn as approached from below 

and above. Each Qn is decomposed into elements Qe
n, where e = 1, 2 , . . . , (ne/)n. The 

subscript n used with ne; is for the general case where the number of space—time 

elements may change from one space-time slab to another. The essential and natural 

boundary conditions are enforced over (Pn)s and (Pn)h, the complementary subsets of 

the lateral boundary of the space-time slab. The finite element trial function spaces 

(<S£jn for velocity and (<Sp )„ for pressure, and the test function spaces (V{\ and (Vp )„ 

= (Sp)n are defined by using, over Qn, first-order polynomials in space and time. 

The DSD/SST formulation (from [16]) is written as follows: given (uh)~, find 

7 
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uh e (<S£)n and ph E (5j)n such that \/wh e (V£)n and Vqh G (V£)„: 

/ wh-p(^ + uh-Vuh-fh)dQ+ f e(wh):a(ph,uh)dQ 

[ wh • hh dP + [ qhV -uhdQ+ [ (wh)+ • p ((uh)t - {uh)~) dtt 
J(Pn)h JQn JQn '(J°»)h 

(»el)n 

+ 

+ 

hUn~P 
" e ( ) n „ 

£/ * 
e = l ^ n 

TSVPGP 
dt 

3V • wfcpV • •u'1 dQ = 0 (3-1) 

where 

L ( g \ wfc) = p ( ^ + uh • Vw" ) - V • a{q\ w") . (3.2) 

This formulation is applied to all space-time slabs Qo,Qi,Q2, • •• ,QN-I, starting 

with (uh)Q = UQ. Here TSUPG, TPSPG and 

^LSIC &re the Streamline-Upwind/Petrov-

Galerikin (SUPG), Pressure-Stabilizing/Petrov-Galerkin (PSPG) and Lease-Squares 

on Incompressibility Constraint (LSIC) stabilization parameters. There are various 

ways of defining these stabilization parameters. Here we provide the definitions given 

in [16]: 

7"SUPG — 
1 1 

" + r2 ' T2 

' S U G N 1 2 ' S U G N 3 

' S U G N 1 2 

T S U G N 3 

= E at 

hB 

r = 

7 > S P G 

^ L S I C 

\ o = l 
h2 

" •RGN 

4i/ ' 

( Tien 

a = l 

viKll 
II V||«*|| || ' 

T S U P G ) 

T S U P G \\U | | ) 

- 1 

(3-3) 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

(3-8) 

(3-9) 
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where nen is the number of (space-time) element nodes and Na is the space-time shape 

function associated with the space-time node a. As an alternative to the construction 

of TSUPG as given by Eqs. (3.3)-(3.4), we propose the option of constructing rSUPG based 

on separate definitions for the advection-dominated and transient-dominated limits: 

/ i i IV* 
T 1 1 1 1 TSUPG - I 2 ' T 2 ' r 2 j ' 

X 'SUGNl 'SUGN2 ' S U G N 3 / 
/ \ - 1 / "en \ 

\ a = l / 

At 
7SUGN2 — ~^~ ) 

(3.10) 

(3-11) 

(3.12) 

where vh is the mesh velocity. We note that separating rSUGN12 into its advection-

dominated and transient-dominated components as given by Eqs. (3.11)—(3.12) is 

equivalent to excluding the f ^ 1 ^ ) part of (^k) in Eq. (3.4), making that the 

definition for rSUGN1) and accounting for the f ^"-j*) part in the definition for rSUGN2 

given by Eq. (3.12). Here £ is the vector of element (parent-domain) coordinates. We 

also propose the option of modifying the ^LSIC definition given by Eq. (3.9) to take 

the mesh velocity into account: 

TSVPG\\uh-vh\\2 . (3.13) 

For more ways of calculating rSUPG, TPSPG and I/LSIC, see [21, 16, 17, 18]. References 

[16, 17, 18] also include the Discontinuity-Capturing Directional Dissipation (DCDD) 

stabilization, which was introduced as an alternative to the LSIC stabilization. 

Several of the remarks from [25] concerning this chapter are relevant and are 

reproduced in this thesis as Remarks 1-12. 

Remark 1 Strictly speaking, the DSD/SST formulation given by Eq. (3.1) was intro

duced in [16] and is slightly different from the formulation given in [15, 19]. The two 

formulations are equivalent if the stabilization parameters TSUPG and TPSPG are defined 

to be identical, vLSlc = 0, and V • (//£ (w'1)) is zero (which will be the case for linear 
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elements) or neglected. 

Remark 2 As an alternative to the way the SUPG test function is defined in Eq. (3.1), 

we propose the SUPG test function option of replacing the term ( ^ - + uh • Vw'1] 

with ((uh — vh) • Vw' 1) . This replacement is equivalent to excluding the 

part of (^- J. We call this option "WTSE", and the option where the 

tenuis active "WTSA". 

Remark 3 With the function spaces defined in the paragraph preceding Eq. (3.1), 

for each space-time slab velocity and pressure assume double unknown values at each 

spatial node. One value corresponds to the lower end of the slab, and the other one 

upper end. The option of using double unknown values at a spatial node will be called 

"DV" for velocity and "DP" for pressure. In this case, we use two integration points 

over the time interval of the space-time slab, and this time-itegration option will be 

called "TIP2". This version of the DSD/SST formulation, with the options set DV, 

DP and TIP2, will be called "DSD/SST-DP". 

Remark 4 We propose here the option of using, for each space-time slab, a single 

unknown pressure value at each spatial node, and we will call this option "SP". With 

this, we propose another version of the DSD/SST formulation, where the options set is 

DV, SP and TIP2, and we will call this version "DSD/SST-SP". Because the number 

of unknown pressure values is halved, the computational cost is reduced substantially. 

Remark 5 To reduce the computational cost further, we propose the option of using 

only one integration point over the time interval of the space-time slab, and we call 

this time-itegration option "TIP1". With this, we propose a third version of the 

DSD/SST formulation, where the options set is DV, SP and TIP1, and we will call 

this version "DSD/SST-TIP1". 

Remark 6 As a third way of reducing the computational cost, we propose the option 

of using, for each space-time slab, a single unknown velocity value at each spatial node, 
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and we will call this option "SV". In the SV option, of the two parts of Eq. (3.1), the 

one generated by (w/l)+ is removed, and we explicitly set (uh)+ = (uh)~, which makes 

the velocity field continuous in time. Based on the SV option, we propose a fourth 

version of the DSD/SST formulation, where the options set is SV, SP and TIP1, 

and we will call this version "DSD/SST-SV". With this version of the DSD/SST 

formulation, we propose to use the SUPG test function option WTSE. 

Remark 7 In terms of computational cost the DSD/SST-SV formulation would be 

quite comparable to the ALE formulations. This makes the DSD/SST-SV formulation 

very competitive in computational efficiency. 

Remark 8 Versions DSD/SST-TIP1 and DSD/SST-SV render the DSD/SST ver

sions used earlier obsolete. For example, the version DSD/SST-DP has twice the 

number of unknown pressure values and twice the number of time-integration points 

compared to DSD/SST-TIP1 and DSD/SST-SV, and is no longer attractive in terms 

of computational efficiency. Therefore we now consider DSD/SST-DP obsolete. As 

another example, the version with the option set DV, DP and TIP1 would reduce the 

number of time-integration points by half and bring some computational efficiency 

that way. But it still would have twice the number of unknown pressure values and 

generate twice the number of pressure equations, where half of those equations would 

be linearly dependent on the other half. As it can be seen from the numerous compu

tations carried out in the past by the TkAFSM, because of the iterative nature of the 

solution process and the special circumstances, this linear dependency, by itself, does 

not create a convergence problem. Still, having twice the number of pressure equations 

is not computationally efficient and needlessly taking chances with linearly dependent 

equation systems is not prudent. Therefore the version of the DSD/SST formulation 

with the option set DV, DP and TIP1 is now obsolete. 
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3.2 Semi-discrete formulation of s tructural 

mechanics 

With yh and wh coming from appropriately defined trial and test function spaces, 

respectively, the semi-discrete finite element formulation of the structural mechanics 

equations (see [7, 3, 11]) is written as 

/ wh • P
s^- dns + [ wh • VPS^T-

 dClS + I 5Eh: Qh d^a = 
J% dt JQ^ at JQSQ 

f v?h • (th + psfs) dQs . (3.14) 
Jflf 

The fluid mechanics forces acting on the structure are represented by vector th. This 

force term is geometrically nonlinear and thus increases the overall nonlinearity of 

the formulation. The left-hand-side terms of Eq. (3.14) are referred to in the original 

configuration and the right-hand-side terms in the deformed configuration at time t. 

From this formulation at each time step we obtain a nonlinear system of equations. 

In solving that nonlinear system with an iterative method, we use an incremental 

form (see [7, 3, 11, 5]), which is expressed as 

M + d - : ) 7 C + ( 1 _ a ) K 

L/3At2 (3At 
Ad* = R* . (3.15) 

Here M is the mass matrix, C is the artificial-damping matrix, K is the consistent 

tangent matrix associated with the internal elastic forces, R* is the residual vector at 

the ith iteration, and Ad1 is the ith increment in the nodal displacements vector d. The 

artificial-damping matrix C is used, as mentioned in Section 2.2, only in computations 

where time-accuracy is not required, and for spatially-constant r/ it can be written as 

C = 77M. All of the terms known from the previous iteration are lumped into the 

residual vector R\ The parameters a, (3,7 are part of the Hilber-Hughes-Taylor [4] 

scheme, which is the time-integration technique used here. 
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3.3 Stabilized Space-Time Fluid-Structure Inter

action (SSTFSI) method 

We will describe the SSTFSI method based on the finite element formulations given 

by Eqs. (3.1) and (3.14), with a slight change of notation and with a clarification of 

how the fluid-structure interface conditions are handled. In this notation subscripts 

1 and 2 will refer to fluid and structure, respectively. Furthermore, while subscript 

/ will refer to the fluid-structure interface, subscript E will refer to "elsewhere" in 

the fluid and structure domains or boundaries. Then the equations representing the 

SSTFSI method are written as follows: 

/ <*• P(^ + UH -Vuh -fh^dQ + J e(v,hlE):a(ph,uh)dQ 

~ [ w^E • h£E dP + [ <& V uhdQ+ ! (w*B)+ • p ((u*)+ - (uh)-) dQ 

+ E / e - T*™P ( ^ T + uH • V W I E ) + W V<tfB • [L(p\ uh) - pth) dQ 

("e l )n » 

+ J2 ^LS.CV • w>>V • uh dQ = 0 , (3.16) 
~ f JQZ 

("«()« 
/ qh

uV • uh dQ + V / - [rPSPGV?y • [L(ph, uh) - pfh] dQ = 0 , (3.17) 

[ K ) - + 1 • ((uh
u)-+1 - uh

2l) dF = Q, (3.18) 
R E F 
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/ «)n+i -KdP = - i (w£)-+1 -pndP+ f 2/xe((wfI)-+1) : e(u) dQ 

[ (w£)-+1 • V • (2/ie(u)) d(#.19) + 

J wh
2l • (h* + (h*)A + (hf,)B) dfi = 0 , (3.20) 

•'(^21 )REF 

/ w2 ' Pi-JT dn + f ^-VP2^-dn+f 5Eh:Shdn 
J (Wo dt J{n2)0

 dt J(ti2)o 

= / w2 • P$ dn+ [ w2\ • h£E dn + f wi • hi dn . (3.21) 
Jn? JQ2E Jail 

Here (r2l )REF and (f22l )REF represent some reference configurations of T2i and Q2l> 

respectively. In reconciling the slightly modified notation used here with the notation 

we used in Eqs. (3.1) and (3.14), we note that p2 = p", f£ = fs, (O2)0 = CIQ, Q2 = ^t> 

and f22, and Q2E indicate the partitions of Q2 corresponding to the interface and 

"elsewhere". We also note that h2l = th, and (h^,)A and (h^)B represent the values 

of hj, associated with the fluid surfaces above and below the membrane structure. 

The symbol h2E denotes the prescribed external forces acting on the structure in fi2E, 

which is separate from f2- In this formulation, (wi,)~+1, h£, and h2l (the fluid velocity, 

fluid stress and structural stress at the interface) are treated as separate unknowns, 

and Eqs. (3.18), (3.19) and (3.20) can be seen as equations corresponding to these 

three unknowns, respectively. The structural displacement rate at the interface, u2v 

is derived from yh. 

The formulation above is based on allowing for cases when the fluid and structure 

meshes at the interface are not identical. If they are identical, the same formulation 

can still be used. If the structure is represented by a 3D continuum model instead 
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of a membrane model, the formulation above would still be applicable if the the 

domain integrations over Q2E and f^i in the last two terms of Eq. (3.21) are converted 

to boundary integrations over I^E and r ^ . In such cases, h ^ would represent the 

prescribed forces acting "elsewhere" on the surface of the structure. 

We note that, for constant viscosity, the term V • (2/xe(u)) in Eq. (3.19) vanishes 

for tetrahedral elements and in most cases can be neglected for hexahedral elements. 

The same statement can be made also in the context of that term being a part of the 

expression L(ph,uh) appearing in Eqs. (3.16) and (3.17). 

In computations where we account for the porosity of the membrane fabric, we 

replace Eq. (3.18) with the following one: 

/ K ) ; + 1 • ( K ) n + i - < + kPORO (n • h*) n) d r = 0 , (3.22) 

where fcPORo is the porosity coefficient. This coefficient is typically given in units 

of "CFM". When a fabric with a porosity coefficient of 1 CFM is subjected to a 

pressure differential of 1/2 in of water, the amount of flow crossing is 1 ft3/min across 

a sample size of 1 ft2, which translates to a normal velocity of 1 ft/min. In our current 

implementation, in Eq. (3.22) we take into account only the pressure component of 

Remark 9 In FSI computations with membranes and shells, the pressure at the in

terface has split nodal values corresponding to the fluid surfaces above and below the 

membrane or shell structure. We propose to use such split nodal values for pressure 

also at the boundaries (i.e. edges) of a membrane structure surrounded by the fluid. 

Our computations show that this provides additional numerical stability for the edges 

of the membrane. 

Remark 10 The versions of the SSTFSI method corresponding to the DSD/SST-DP, 

DSD/SST-SP, and DSD/SST-TIP1 formulations (see Remarks 3-6) will be called 

"SSTFSI-DP", "SSTFSI-SP", and "SSTFSI-TIPl", respectively. 
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Remark 11 In terms of computational cost the SSTFSI-SV formulation would be 

quite comparable to the ALE FSI formulations. This makes the SSTFSI-SV formula

tion very competitive in computational efficiency. 

Remark 12 Versions SSTFSI-TIP1 and SSTFSI-SV render the SSTFSI versions 

used earlier obsolete. For example, the version SSTFSI-DP has twice the number of 

unknown pressure values and twice the number of time-integration points compared to 

SSTFSI-TIP1 and SSTFSI-SV, and is no longer attractive in terms of computational 

efficiency. Therefore we now consider SSTFSI-DP obsolete. As another example, the 

SSTFSI version with the option set DV, DP and TIP1 would reduce the number of 

time-integration points by half and bring some computational efficiency that way. But 

it still would have twice the number of unknown pressure values and generate twice 

the number of pressure equations, where half of those equations would be linearly de

pendent on the other half. As it can be seen from the numerous computations carried 

out in the past by the TkAFSM, because of the iterative nature of the solution pro

cess and the special circumstances, this linear dependency, by itself, does not create 

a convergence problem. Still, having twice the number of pressure equations is not 

computationally efficient and needlessly taking chances with linearly dependent equa

tion systems is not prudent. Therefore the version of the SSTFSI formulation with 

the option set DV, DP and TIP1 is now obsolete. 



Chapter 4 

Supplementary Techniques 

4.1 Geometric Smoothing Technique (GST) 

4.1.1 DGST — Overview 

The FSI Geometric Smoothing Technique (FSI-GST) [25] was developed out of the 

need to address certain issues associated with the fluid-structure interface in the 

SSTFSI formulations. The SSTFSI, as an interface-tracking technique, allows the 

fluid mesh to deform around the moving structure, enabling more control of mesh 

refinement near the surface to obtain accurate results at the boundary layer. Some

times, however, the geometric complexity of the structure interface precludes the use 

of an identical mesh for the fluid interface, which would otherwise result in a fluid 

mechanics mesh that is not affordable, not desirable, or not manageable for mesh 

moving. In such cases, a geometrically less refined fluid interface mesh may solve 

these issues. 

Furthermore, the nodal mapping between the structure and fluid interfaces can be 

manipulated, resulting in a directional rather than isotropic smoothing. In this version 

of FSI-GST, known as FSI Directional Geometric Smoothing Technique (FSI-DGST), 

the interface mesh is created in such a fashion that smoothing occurs only in the 

preferred direction while allowing unpreferred directions to remain unsmoothened [25]. 

17 
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In relation to GST, the use of incompatible fluid and structure interface meshes 

helps to shield the fluid mechanics mesh from excessive bending that may occur in 

a membrane mesh, which has no bending stiffness. Under certain circumstances, the 

free edge of the membrane structure has a tendency to fold due to the unrestrained 

nature of the free edge. This became apparent in sail computations [24] and in 

preliminary ribbon parachute computations. Use of a less refined fluid interface mesh 

helps prevent the fluid elements from contorting and tangling. 

4.1.2 DGST — Details 

For both ringsail and ribbon parachutes, the DGST is applied so that the circum

ferential direction is the preferred direction of smoothing. The fluid interface mesh 

is created in circles spanning from the vent band outward based on a limited set of 

nodes from the structure interface mesh. 

Circumferential nodes of each circle are based on a select number of nodes that 

correspond to structure gore "valley" nodes on the same circumferential line. In the 

simplest form, one fluid interface node is selected per structure interface gores, and 

the two nodes occupy the same spatial location. In another option, the number of 

parachute gores is evenly divisible by the number of nodes picked so that there are less 

circumferential nodes than gores per circle. Otherwise, the number of nodes chosen is 

evenly divisible by the number of structure gores so that there are less gores per circle 

than circumferential nodes. Where there exist more fluid interface nodes per circle 

than structure interface gores, the fluid node location is placed on a corresponding 

structure node location if possible. Where a fluid node location does not coincide 

with a structure node, the fluid node location is linearly interpolated between the 

two nearest structure nodes that lie on the same circumferential line. This helps 

to project the gore architecture into the fluid interface. Choosing fluid nodes in 

such a manner designates the circumferential direction as the preferred direction of 

smoothing by deemphasizing the gore structure of the parachute when necessary. 
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Next, fluid nodes are chosen in the meridional direction that correspond to existing 

structure nodes along the same radial line, spaced so as to maintain an acceptable 

aspect ratio. Placement of the nodes is independent of the structure sails/ribbons 

so long as a structure node exists at that spatial location. It is possible for a fluid 

element circle to comprise only part of a sail or ribbon or to entirely encompass one 

or more sails/ribbons. The first description is more applicable to ringsail parachutes 

and the later applicable strictly to ribbon parachutes. 

Interface mapping between structure and fluid interface meshes occurs via linearly 

weighted nodal mapping based on relative geometric locations of the overlaid meshes. 

Structure to fluid information is easily calculated as each fluid node lies directly over 

a structure node or linearly between only two structure nodes. Where mapping is 

1:1 (structure node :: fluid node) the weight is 1.0. Elsewhere the weight is divided 

between the two structure nodes so that the sum of weights is 1.0, where the geometric 

coordinates of the two structure interface nodes are described by Si and S2 and the 

fluid interface node by F. 

= ^ I I S x - F H 
H S i - S a l l 

IIS2-FII 
HSi-Sall 

Fluid to structure interface mapping is more complicated due to the greater num

ber of structure nodes than fluid interface nodes. In the first set of nodes mapped 

there is 1:1 mapping and consequently the weights are 1.0. In the second set, nodes 

that lie on "valleys," or meridional lines, of skipped gores (i.e. where number of 

nodes is less than number of gores), the structure node is mapped to the two circum-

ferentially adjacent fluid nodes. Weighting is similar to that described by Eqs. (4.1) 

and (4.2). 

(4.1) 
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Next, the weights of all meridional nodes are linearly interpolated based on known 

values obtained in steps one and two. 

For the set of nodes that do not map 1:1 or lie linearly in the circumferential or 

meridional direction with mapped nodes, weights are based on the relative location of 

the structure node to the nodes of the fluid interface element on which it lies. The fluid 

interface element nodes are transformed to the parent domain, (£, 77), with coordinates 

at (1,0), (0,1) and (0,0) using typical finite element transformation functions. The 

local £,77 coordinates of the structure node under the same transformations are used 

to define the relative weighting such that 

Wi 

w2 

W3 

= 

£ 

V 

_ 1 - ^ - r ? 

(4.3) 

4.2 Homogenized Modeling of Geometric Porosity 

(HMGP) 

4.2.1 H M G P — Overview 

The use of a geometrically less faithful fluid interface inherently eliminates the ability 

to assign authentic structure-based fluid properties such as porosity to the fluid in

terface. The Homogenized Modeling of Geometric Porosity (HMGP) was introduced 

in [30] to address this specific issue. With HMGP, the intractable complexities of 

the geometric porosity are bypassed by using an "equivalent," locally-varying fab

ric porosity. As a consequence, the fluid mechanics computations rely on a greatly 

simplified parachute architecture. 
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4.2.2 HMGP — Details 

The homogenized geometric porosity coefficient can be obtained using one of two 

methods, or a combination thereof. The first method uses a one time flow compu

tation for a select number of gores for the geometric porosity. The associated local 

porosity coefficients are combined to form the homogenized porosity coefficients for 

the geometrically smoothened fluid interface mesh. This value is calibrated by scal

ing up or down to match the expected drag. The second method assumes a uniform 

porosity across the canopy in order to achieve a weight to drag ratio of 1.0 for a 

specified input velocity. 

The equivalent fabric-porosity coefficient is calculated from the cross-canopy pres

sure differentials and flow rates as defined by the equation 

un = -kpoRO&P- (4.4) 

Here un is the cross-canopy velocity, kpoRo, is the porosity coefficient, and Ap is the 

cross-canopy pressure differential. 

Variable porosity coefficient 

Finding the porosity coefficient, kpoRo, requires an iterative process. In the more 

complicated method of finding the homogenized canopy porosity, the value of kpoRo 

varies locally over the parachute surface and accounts for manufacturer supplied fabric 

porosity values. A geometrically faithful fluid interface is created that includes all 

parachute rings, sails, and spaces for slits and fullnesses. The manufacturer supplied 

fabric porosity values are applied nodally to this mesh. Because the interface is so 

intrinsically complicated, the associated fluid mechanics mesh is not manageable in 

terms of mesh generation or computation. The relatively small spaces that comprise 

slits and fullnesses are exceedingly difficult to mesh with fluid elements that can 

accurately model flow through them. As a result, a fluid mechanics mesh is created 
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for a limited number of contiguous gores for which it is possible to create a computable 

fluid mechanics mesh. 

Using one-time stand-alone fluid mechanics computations, flow is calculated through 

the configuration for a set number of time steps. A sufficient number of elements are 

placed across the slits/fullnesses to achieve reasonable accuracy at these locations (see 

Figure 4.1). Flow rate through both fabric and slits/fullness is then time averaged. 

Figure 4.1: Fluid mesh across a fullness. 

The canopy is divided into concentric patches for which a local porosity is then cal

culated, using the average of two adjacent patches for nodes that border two patches. 

The porosity coefficient for a patch, J, can then be obtained similar to Eq. (4.4) using 

the following expression: 

Here, Vj represents the volumetric flow rate crossing patch J. It includes the flow 

passing through the slits as well as flow through the fabric due to porosity. The area 

of patch J calculated using the smoothed fluid interface is denoted by (A\)j, and 

the area calculated using the structure interface is denoted by (A2)j1. The spatially 

integrated pressure difference seen when crossing the fluid interface of patch J is 

denoted by AFj. 

The patch-based porosity coefficients are then applied to the homogenized fluid 

interface, holding the structure rigid in fluid-only computations. However, the value 
xFor programming convenience, computations so far include the area of both the structure inter

face and mesh across the slits/fullnesses as part of (A2)j. 

(4.5) 
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of kpoRo requires iterative scaling, again in fluid-only computations, so that canopy-

drag match the pay load weight. Scaling is required partly because the number of 

nodes over a slit/fullness that cannot have non-zero values is significant, resulting in 

flow loss across slits/fullnesses. For example, 38% loss occurs through a three-by-four 

element fullness (see Figure 4.2). 

0 Full Flow (node) 
9 No Flow (node) 
• Full Flow (element) 
•» 2/3 Flow (element) 

1/3 Flow (element) 

Figure 4.2: Flow loss through a fullness. 

Uniform porosity coefficient 

In contrast to the lengthy and involved process required to develop a homogenized 

variable porosity model, a uniform porosity model requires much less time and effort. 

In the first test of the homogenized uniform porosity model, a porosity coefficient was 

applied to stand-along fluid mechanics computations and then adjusted iteratively 

until weight matched drag. Results presented in [28] show highly comparable drag 

force and descent rates between the two models. Therefore, the homogenized uniform 

porosity model is assumed to have acceptable accuracy and is attractive in its sim

plicity. While a uniform porosity coefficient cannot be expected to provide accurate 

analysis of structure stresses, for some simulations it can provide reliable information 

regarding fluid dynamics. 

In the simplest case of homogenized uniform porosity, the initial kpono is derived 

from Eq. (4.4) using a simple area-based relationship between cross-canopy and free-

stream velocities where 

JnndAcanopy = JuslitdAslit + JufabricdAfabric. (4.6) 
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In order to make an initial coefficient approximation, ii/o^c is assumed to be negli

gible compared to u3ut, and usut is approximated with UQO, SO that the relationship 

becomes 

^n = "oo ( A ) • (4.7) 
\ ^-canopy J 

The cross-canopy pressure differential is approximated by 

Ap = ^p{uj-un
2). (4.8) 

This calculated porosity is used in FSI computations starting from an initial con

figuration determined from limited structure-only and fluid-only computations. After 

comparing drag and payload weight, computations are continuously repeated using 

adjusted values of kpoRo until weight and drag match. The same initial parachute 

configuration is used for all iterations of kpoRo-

Specialized Porosity Coefficient 

A specialized approach to the porosity coefficient combines the basic idea of a vary

ing canopy porosity with the simplified approach of the uniform porosity calibration 

method. The method arose to address the situation in ribbon parachutes where 

flow through the canopy distinctly differs. NASA's variable porosity, conical ribbon 

parachute contains several built in "stability enhancing slots" in the form of "missing 

ribbons." The slots serve to control the symmetry of shed vortices and ensure the 

boundary layer does not reattach to the canopy surface [2]. The areas of missing 

ribbons area modeled as a part of the fluid interface mesh with a significantly higher 

porosity coefficient than compared to the remainder of the interface. 

For the slits representative of missing ribbons, kpoRo is selected based on prede

termined criteria and left constant while kpoRo for the remainder of the canopy is 

calibrated iteratively as described in the previous section. 



Chapter 5 

Numerical Examples 

The following numerical examples illustrate the specific implementation of the tech

niques presented in Chapter 4. The parachutes presented are the 80-gore ringsail 

main parachute and two versions of the 24-gore ribbon drogue parachute. It would 

not be possible to model either parachute without the use of geometric smoothing 

and porosity homogenization. 

5.1 80-gore ringsail main parachute 

5.1.1 Main parachute components, geometry and materials 

The main parachute has a profile of a quarter of a sphere in its unstressed shape. 

The crown portion of the ringsail parachute (the portion near the vent) is made of 

rings with gaps between the consecutive rings (see Figure 5.1). The middle and skirt 

Figure 5.1: Gore layout of the ringsail parachute (not drawn to scale), 

portions of the parachute are made of sails. Two edges of the sails are stitched to the 

25 
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radial lines and the other two edges are free. The edge facing the parachute skirt is 

called the leading edge and the edge facing the vent is called the trailing edge. The 

leading and the trailing edges could have fullnesses so that they appear bulged out 

even in the unstressed state. The ends of the leading edge of a sail coincide with the 

ends of the trailing edge of the next sail. The canopy construction includes several 

bands, lines and tapes that provide structural stiffness to the parachute. The vent 

band provides the necessary strength to the vent so that the parachute does not tear 

at the vent where the stress concentration is high. The radial lines provide stiffness 

along the longitudinal direction and cause the formation of the gores in the parachute. 

The skirt band, which connects the ends of the leading edges of the last sail in each 

gore, is often used for controlling the opening of the parachute. Individual sails or 

rings are sometimes reinforced with tapes on the leading and trailing edges to prevent 

tearing. The suspension lines connect the skirt end of each radial line to the payload. 

The drag force generated in the canopy is transmitted to the payload through the 

suspension lines. This force provides the necessary deceleration to the payload. 

The ringsail parachute has 80 gores and a nominal diameter of about 120 ft. It has 

4 rings and 9 sails, and together they form a quarter of a spherical surface. The rings 

and sails are shown in Figure 5.1, where a single gore is laid out flat. The fullness 

values for the sails were provided to us by NASA JSC. The suspension lines are about 

130 ft in length. One end of the suspension lines is connected to the skirt-end of the 

radial lines and the other end is connected to the top of a single riser of about 25 ft 

in length. At the bottom end of the riser we have a payload that is about 5,000 lbs 

in weight, represented by a point mass. 

The canopy of the ringsail is made of different materials. The material properties 

for the rings and sails were provided to us by NASA JSC. The ringsail parachute 

modeled here includes radial lines, suspension lines, risers, a vent band, a skirt band, 

and leading- and trailing-edge tapes. The material properties for these components 

of the ringsail were also provided to us by NASA JSC. 
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5.1.2 Geometric smoothing 

We use incompatible meshes at the fluid-structure interface. The structure mesh is 

very refined and models each individual ring, sail and gore of the parachute. Such a 

mesh is necessary to accurately determine the stress concentration regions. The fluid 

mechanics mesh at the interface is coarser. We use the FSI-GST described in [29] to 

generate and update the fluid mechanics mesh at the interface. The parachute vent 

is very small, and keeping one element per gore in that region would have resulted in 

extreme mesh refinement that would not have been affordable for flow computations. 

Therefore, in the circumferential direction, for the rings we pick every other valley 

node, and for the sails every valley node. To keep the element aspect ratios reasonable, 

in the longitudinal direction, for the first ring we pick every other valley node. For 

the second ring we pick three valley nodes, and for each of the remaining rings and 

sails we pick two valley nodes. Figures 5.2 and 5.3 show, for four gores, the structure 

and fluid meshes at the interface. We note that the fluid mesh is sufficiently refined 

\ '. * 1.1'tt 1. i H 'thttrm 
• -" •^"Tvmi iMi i jy«m 

Figure 5.2: Four-gore structure mesh at the interface. 

Figure 5.3: Four-gore fluid mesh at the interface. 

but has significantly less number of nodes and elements compared to the structure 

mesh. We also note that the surfaces curve into the paper as we move toward the 

skirt of the parachute, and therefore the aspect ratios for the meshes near the skirt 

are actually better than what they appear to be in Figures 5.2 and 5.3. The detailed 
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views of the structure and fluid meshes for the first ring are shown in Figures 5.4 and 

5.5. 

\A 

Figure 5.4: Structure mesh for the first ring. 

Figure 5.5: Fluid mesh for the first ring. 

5.1.3 Porosity homogenization 

We use two homogenized models for geometric porosity. In the first model, in the fluid 

mechanics computations, the geometric porosity is represented by a single, uniform 

porosity for the entire canopy. A porosity coefficient of 262.6 CFM gives us the 

expected nominal drag. A good portion of the results reported in the thesis were 

obtained with this uniform porosity. We note that these results meet out expectations, 

and therefore we believe that the model has acceptable accuracy and is attractive 

because of its simplicity. 

In the second model, we represent the geometric porosity with a locally-varying 

fabric porosity. We divide the canopy into 12 concentric patches and calculate an 

equivalent fabric-porosity coefficient for each. Each patch includes a slit, and part of 

a ring or sail on either side of the slit. Patch 1 includes the first ring completely, and 

Patch 12 includes the last sail completely. Figure 5.6 shows Patch 4 of the four-gore 

slices of the fluid and structure interfaces. A porosity coefficient is calculated for 

each patch, and at the border between two patches the average of the two porosity 
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Figure 5.6: Patch 4 of the four-gore slices of the fluid (top) and structure (bottom) 
interfaces. 

coefficients is used. To calculate the porosity coefficient for each patch, we carry 

out a one-time flow computation at low Reynolds number, holding the canopy rigid 

and using a four-gore canopy slice, with all the rings, sails and slits. Using only 

a four-gore slice, with appropriate conditions at the boundaries of the fluid volume 

corresponding to the slice, keeps the problem size at a manageable level. The fluid 

surface mesh for the four-gore slice comes from the structure mesh and has 1,464 nodes 

and 2,408 three-node triangular elements. The fluid volume mesh for the four-gore 

slice has 85,101 nodes and 476,410 four-node tetrahedral elements. The four-gore 

fluid surface is held rigid and the free-stream velocity is set to 25 ft/s. The flow 

computation is carried out until a fully-developed flow is reached. Figure 5.7 shows 

the flow field, including the flow passing through the slits. 
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Figure 5.7: Flow field for the four-gore canopy slice with slits. 

The porosity coefficient for a patch J can then be calculated by using the following 

expression: 

— = -{kPORo)j—. (5.1) 

Here, Vj represents the volumetric flow rate crossing the patch J. It includes the 

flow passing through the slits and also the flow through the fabric due to its porosity. 

The area of the patch J calculated using the smoothened fluid interface is denoted 

by (Ai)j, and the area calculated using the structure interface is denoted by {A2)j. 

The pressure differential seen when crossing the patch J is integrated over its area 

to yield a force differential denoted by AFj. We find it necessary to calibrate this 

porosity coefficient by scaling it up or down (using the same calibration factor for 

all the patches) so that the parachute with the homogenized geometric porosity gen

erates the expected nominal drag of approximately 5,000 lbs. Figure 5.8 shows the 

drag generated by the smoothened and homogenized parachute model with different 

calibration factors. We note that scaling up the porosity coefficient by a factor of 2 

yields the expected drag. We therefore use this calibration factor in computations 

with locally-varying fabric porosity. Figure 5.9 shows the smoothened, homogenized 

fluid interface colored by the porosity coefficient, and Table 5.1 provides the porosity 

coefficients for the 12 patches. 
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Figure 5.8: Drag force for the smoothened, homogenized parachute. 

Patch 

CFM 

Patch 

CFM 

1 

816 

7 

130 

2 

627 

8 

146 

3 

449 

9 

182 

4 

364 

10 

288 

5 

116 

11 

303 

6 

135 

12 

300 

Table 5.1: Porosity coefficients for the 12 patches. 

5.1.4 Computational parameters 

All computations reported here are carried out in a parallel computing environment, 

using PC clusters. The meshes are generated on a single node of the cluster used. 

All computations were completed without any remeshing. In all cases, the fully-

discretized, coupled fluid and structural mechanics and mesh-moving equations were 

solved with the quasi-direct coupling technique (see Section 5.2 in [25]). In solving 

the linear equation systems involved at every nonlinear iteration, the GMRES search 

technique [9] was used with a diagonal preconditioner. The meshes are partitioned 

to enhance the parallel efficiency of the computations. Mesh partitioning is based 

on the METIS [6] algorithm. The computations are carried out using SSTFSI-TIP1 

technique (see Remarks 5 and 10 in [25]), with the SUPG test function option WTSA 

(see Remark 2 in [25]). The stabilization parameters used are those given in [25] by 
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Figure 5.9: Smoothened, homogenized fluid interface colored by the porosity coeffi
cient. 

Eqs. (9)-(12), (14)-(15) and (17), with the rSUGN2 term dropped from Eq. (14). 

All computations are carried out using properties of air at standard sea-level 

conditions. The geometry and material properties of the structure are described in 

Section 5.1.1. The fluid volume mesh consists of 121,370 nodes and 745,937 four-node 

tetrahedral elements. The membrane part of the structure forms the structure inter

face and has 27,120 nodes and 48,160 elements. The homogenized and smoothened 

fluid interface has 2,320 nodes and 4,520 elements. The time-step size is 0.0116 s. 

The number of nonlinear iterations per time step is 6, and the number of GMRES 

iterations per nonlinear iteration is 30. 

5.2 24-gore ribbon drogue parachute 

5.2.1 Drogue parachute components, geometry and material 

The drogue parachute geometry is derived directly from specifications laid forth by 

the drogue parachute manufacturer in [1]. NASA chose a conical ribbon design to 

stabilize and slow the Orion reentry vehicle. Performance enhancing features include 

an advanced variable porosity and structural grid improvements. Slot widths range 
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are approximately three inches wide, which includes the 2.0 inches of the removed 

ribbon and the two slits that surround that ribbon. The advanced variable porosity 

utilizes stability enhancing slots. The slots are locations where ribbons are removed 

from the otherwise geometrically invariant configuration. These "missing ribbons" 

allow a localized increase in flow that helps prevent the boundary layer from reat

taching to the canopy, in turn reducing instability that causes unacceptable drift and 

rotation. 

It has 24 gores, a 23 ft diameter, and a 26 degree cone angle (see Figure 5.10). 

Figure 5.10: Drogue parachute configuration and dimensions. 

Each gore is comprised of 52 2-inch ribbons with slits of various widths. Like the 

ringsail sails, the ribbon ends are stitched to the radial lines which in turn provide 

the primary longitudinal stiffness. Seven parallel, equispaced vertical tapes provide 

additional longitudinal stiffness. The drogue includes vent and skirt bands at the 

trailing edge of the uppermost ribbon and leading edge of the lowermost ribbon, 

respectively. 

Two models of the drogue parachute are presented here that vary structurally and 

in the type of porosity homogenization. They differ structurally in their representation 
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Missing Ribbon 

Missing Ribbon 

Missing Ribbon 

Figure 5.11: One-gore layout of ribbon parachute showing stability enhancing slots. 

of vertical tapes. The first model disregards all vertical tapes except for the center and 

six tapes that span the distance between the lower edge of the bottom most stability 

enhancing slot and the skirt. The second model attempts to represent all vertical 

tapes while still utilizing the same structure interface as Model 1. Consequently, the 

vertical tapes attach to the edge of specific ribbons as opposed to directly to the 

radial lines. The vertical tapes are added in the second model both to increase the 

degree of fidelity with the design parachute and as a precaution against instabilities 

that might arise, particularly in the case of the variable porosity model that will be 

detailed in Sec. 5.2.3. Figures 5.12 and 5.13 show the primary structural differences 

between the two models. 

Figure 5.12: One-gore layout of ribbon parachute structure interface mesh showing 
limited use of vertical tapes (Model 1). 

The ribbon fabric thickness, density, stiffness, and Poisson's ratio vary by ribbon 

as described in Table 5.2. The various lines, tapes and bands modeled for the drogue 

parachute are all represented as cables with diameter, density, and stiffness that vary 

by functionality as described in Table 5.3. 
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Figure 5.13: One-gore layout of ribbon parachute structure interface mesh showing 
extensive use of vertical tapes (Model 2). 

Ribbons 

1-16 
17-35 
36-52 

Thickness 
(in) 

0.003 
0.003 
0.003 

Density 
(slug/ft2) 

5.524 
2.486 
2.071 

Stiffness 
(lb/ft2) 

7.400 x 106 

8.000 x 106 

8.000 x 106 

Poisson's 
Ratio 

0.3 
0.3 
0.3 

Table 5.2: Drogue ribbon properties. 

5.2.2 Geometric smoothing 

The drogue also utilizes incompatible meshes at the fluid-structure interface as de

scribed in Section 4.1. The geometric smoothing applied to the drogue parachute is 

an instance in which a single ring of fluid interface elements encompasses multiple 

parachute sails, or ribbons as here applied. The thinness of the ribbons (2 inches) 

and the inter-ribbon spaces (as small as 0.30 inches) necessitate such smoothing in 

the radial direction. Applying the force vector from a single fluid interface element 

to multiple structure interface ribbons also helps to keep uniformity across several 

ribbons. Since all ribbons are the same width, every fourth valley node in the radial 

direction of the structure interface is selected as a fluid interface node. This correlates 

to the top node of every other ribbon so that a circle of fluid elements completely 

Cable Types 

Radial Lines 
Suspension Lines 

Vertical Tapes 
Vent/Skirt Bands 

Diameter 
(in) 

0.0996 
0.0628 
0.0320 
0.0632 

Density 
(slug/ft2) 

1.781 
2.678 
1.332 
2.678 

Stiffness 
(lb/ft2) 

6.689 x 108 

1.587 x 109 

1.044 x 108 

1.587 x 109 

Table 5.3: Drogue cable properties. 
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includes two ribbons and two slits. The last circle of elements, as an exception, ends 

with the last node of the last ribbon, thereby only including two ribbons and one slit. 

For node selection, missing ribbons are treated as if they are present. Because the 

drogue has only 24 gores, it is possible to apply multiple fluid elements per gore in 

the circumferential direction and maintain acceptable aspect ratios. This allows the 

fluid interface mesh to retain its gore structure in the stressed configuration. Figure 

5.14 shows the drogue structure interface, fluid interface, and overlaid interfaces, re

spectively, for one gore. The overlaid interfaces show fluid interface nodes that do 

Figure 5.14: Drogue structure interface (red), fluid interface (blue), and overlay, 

not correlate directly with a structure interface node. 

5.2.3 Porosity homogenization 

Uniform Porosity Ribbon Parachute (UPRP) 

In the Uniform Porosity Ribbon Parachute (UPRP) model of the drogue parachute, 

which is used with structural Model 1, porosity is assumed to be uniform across the 
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canopy surface, thereby eliminating all slits so that the flow sees a solid canopy with 

a vent at the top. Using Eq. (4.7), with u^ set to 285 ft/s and Asut and Acanopy set 

to 101.23 ft2 and 410.84 ft2, respectively, the estimated cross-canopy velocity, un, is 

70.22 ft/s. With that, and using Eqs. (4.4) and ( 4.8), the initial calculated kpoRo is 

258 CFM. In the calibration, values of 246 CFM and 295 CFM were used in the first 

two computations. Figure 5.15 shows the results of the FSI porosity calibration. A 

13000 

12000 

11000 

£ 10000 
r-t 

a; 9000 
o 
u 

£ 8000 

7000 

6000 

5000 
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 

Time (s) 

Figure 5.15: UPRP FSI kpoao calibration. For kpoRo — 164 CFM, structural damp
ing, 77, is set to 248, 124, and 0 s"1 for time: t <0.605, 0.605<t<1.009, and t > 1.009, 
respectively 

porosity coefficient of 164 CFM yields the expected drag and is consequently used in 

further computations. 

Variable Porosity Ribbon Parachute (VPRP) 

The Variable Porosity Ribbon Parachute (VPRP) set of drogue parachute computa

tions, which is used with structural Model 2, utilizes the combination porosity coeffi

cient calibration method mentioned at the end of Section 4.2.2. In this technique, the 

circles of the fluid interface that overlap the missing ribbons of the structure interface 

have a significantly increased porosity compared to the remainder of the interface. 

The higher value for the stability enhancing slots (subscript "slot") is here set to 
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Figure 5.16: Ribbon parachute mesh (right) with nominal porosity (left) (yellow 
indicates higher porosity). 

three times the calibrated porosity from the uniform porosity case, or 3x164 CFM. 

To obtain an initial value of kpono via iterative calibration for the remainder of the 

fluid interface (subscript "rem"), Eq. (4.6) is written in the form 

/ U n CLAcanopy = J j \V>n)i - ^ i - (.5.2J 

where the subscript "i" denotes a subdomain of the fluid interface. From Eq. (4.4), 

un is proportional to kpoRo& P, and A p is assumed constant for a specific canopy 

drag. It therefore follows that 

(kpORo)unifAcanopy — {kpORo)slot-Aslot + {kpORo)rem.ATem. (5-3) 

Using a (kPORo)unif of 164 CFM and a (kPORo)siot of 492 CFM yields 123 CFM for 

(kpoRo)rem- When applied numerically, the drag was found to be too low. Further 

computations were done with (kpoRo)rem values of 98, 148, and 184 CFM. Drag 

matched weight for (kpoRo)rem = 98 CFM (see Figure 5.17). 

5.2.4 Computational parameters 

All computations reported here are carried out similar to the computations reported in 

Paragraphs 1 and 2 of Sec. 5.1.4, with the exception that remeshing is used extensively. 

Fluid properties vary based on calculated altitude as interpolated from Table 5.4, 
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98 CFM 
123 CFM 
148 CFM 
184 CFM 
Payload 

a, 8000 
o u o 

6000 
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 

Time (s) 

0.5 0.6 0.7 

Figure 5.17: VPRP FSI (kpoRo)rem calibration. For all {kpofto)rem, structure damp
ing, rj, set to 248 s_1. 

obtained from [32]. 

Altitude 
(ft) 

18,000 
19,000 
20,000 
21,000 
22,000 
23,000 
24,000 

Density 
(slug/ft3) 

1.3546E-03 
1.3100E-03 
1.2664E-03 
1.2240E-03 
1.1827E-03 
1.1425E-03 
1.1033E-03 

Viscosity 
(ft2/s) 

2.4849E-04 
2.5534E-04 
2.6248E-04 
2.6977E-04 
2.7742E-04 
2.8525E-04 
2.9348E-04 

Table 5.4: Fluid properties. 

Parachute geometry and material properties are defined in Sec. 5.2.1. The struc

ture mesh used to model the UPRP drogue consists of 13,705 nodes and 13,248 

three-node triangular membrane elements. It has one payload element and 8,784 ca

ble elements, which include 5,784 vertical tape elements, 2,472 radial line elements, 

480 suspension line elements, 24 vent band elements, and 24 skirt band elements. 

The structure model used for the VPRP drogue has an additional 4,128 vertical tape 

elements for a total of 12,912 cable elements. 
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The smoothened fluid interface mesh consists of 1,872 nodes and 3,624 three-node 

triangular elements. The fluid mechanics mesh required remeshing. Tables 5.5 and 5.6 

list the number of nodes and elements for each fluid mechanics mesh used in UPRP 

and VPRP computations, respectively. 

Mesh 
# 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

Fluid 
Nodes 

73,444 
71,269 
70,323 
69,960 
65,066 
56,647 

Fluid 
Elements 

436,166 
422,534 
416,901 
414,575 
383,829 
330,579 

Simulation 
Time (s) 

1.210 
1.952 
2.969 
3.454 
3.776 
4.035 

Time Step 
Size (s) 

8.07 x 10-4 
8.07 x 10"4 
1.61 x 10"3 
1.61 x 10-3 
1.61 x 10-3 
1.61 x 10-3 

# Time 
Steps 

1,500 
2,420 
1,840 
2,140 
2,340 
2,500 

Final 
Alt (ft) 

23,403 
22,851 
22,011 
21,011 
19,964 
18,860 

Table 5.5: Summary of UPRP simulations from an initial altitude of 23,750 ft. 

Mesh 
# 

1 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

Fluid 
Nodes 

73,444 
73,444 
72,798 
72,218 
70,846 
70,465 

Fluid 
Elements 

436,166 
436,166 
431,986 
428,908 
420,200 
417,366 

Simulation 
Time (s) 

1.533 
2.461 
3.712 
4.358 
4.761 
5.004 

Time Step 
Size (s) 

8.07 x 10-4 
1.61 x 10"3 
3.23 x 10"3 
3.23 x 10~3 
3.23 x 10"3 
3.23 x 10-3 

#T ime 
Steps 

1,900 
1,525 
1,150 
1,350 
1,475 
1,550 

Final 
Alt (ft) 

23,311 
22,609 
21,551 
20,321 
18,987 
17,607 

Table 5.6: Summary of VPRP simulations from an initial altitude of 23,750 ft. 
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5.2.5 Results 

UPRP — Results 

The UPRP model computations covered 17.5 seconds of freefall from an initial altitude 

of 23,750 ft to a final altitude of 18,860 ft before remeshing was no longer possible. 

The computations showed the canopy to have a high level of instability that resulted 

in an unexpected descent profile with excessive rotation about the vertical axis and 

rocking from side-to-side. 

Flow through the canopy remained geometrically uniform. That is, neither the 

crown region nor skirt region exhibited an obvious difference due to geometric con

figuration. This is due to the fact that the cross-canopy pressure difference is mostly 

uniform. However, flow did vary locally over the surface as the canopy orientation 

changed with respect to the free stream velocity. Depending on canopy orientation 

with the free-stream velocity, cross-canopy flow ranged from 42 ft/s to 64 ft/s. Fig

ures 5.18 and 5.19 show velocity vectors across the canopy and on a vertical clip 

plane, respectively. 
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The altitude profile closely matches that set forth in [2] for the time and altitudes 

simulated (see Figure 5.20). As expected, a small decrease in descent rate occurs 

as the parachute experiences greater resistance due to changing air density. The 

velocity decreased by 12.9 ft/s from its initial value of 285 ft/s (see Figure 5.21). 

This represents a 4.5% change in velocity and an average deceleration of 0.737 ft/s2. 

Also, the drag force seen by the canopy on the structure interface oscillates con

tinuously over the computed time, ranging between 8,035 lbs and 9,246 lbs, with an 

average of 8,748 lbs (see Figure 5.22). The difference in drag force and the payload 

weight of 8,500 lbs correlates to the increased resistance seen by the canopy as air 

density increases, resulting in a decrease in descent rate. The oscillitory nature of the 

force may be due at least in part to the high rate of rotation about the vertical axis 

(see Figure 5.23). The instability arising from this rotation subsequently results in 

the parachute departing from its vertical alignment. The parachute then begins to 

drift in the horizontal direction (see Figure 5.24). The magnitude of the horizontal 

distance between the canopy apex and payload (see Figure 5.25) is indicative of the 

extent that the parachute is not vertically aligned. 
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Figure 5.18: Flow through the homogenized fluid interface of the UPRP model. Ve
locity vectors are colored to scale. 
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Figure 5.19: Flow past the UPRP drogue. Velocity vectors are colored to scale. 
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Figure 5.20: Altitude profile for the UPRP. 
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Figure 5.21: Velocity profile for the UPRP. 
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Figure 5.22: Canopy drag force for the UPRP. 
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Figure 5.23: Rotation about the vertical axis for the UPRP. 
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Figure 5.24: Horizontal drift for the UPRP. 
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Figure 5.25: Horizontal separation of canopy apex and payload for the UPRP. 
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VPRP — Results 

The VPRP model computations covered 21.8 seconds of freefall from an initial altitude 

of 23,750 ft to a final altitude of 17,607 ft. While this model still showed some 

disparities from the expected results, the variable porosity applied to the canopy did 

indeed increase the stability of the parachute during descent. 

Flow through the canopy differed greatly between the slots and the remainder 

of the parachute surface. Flow through the slots was about 57% of the free-stream 

velocity at 164 ft/s. Flow through the remainder of the canopy was approximately 

15 ft/s. Figures 5.26 and 5.27 show velocity contours across the canopy and velocity 

vectors on a vertical clip plane, respectively. 

Figure 5.26: Flow through the homogenized fluid interface of the VPRP model. Con
tours are colored to scale. 
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The altitude profile (Figure 5.28) meets expectations, and a decrease in descent 

rate with change in altitude again occurs. The descent velocity decreases to 275 ft/s, 

a 3.4% decrease, and an average deceleration of 0.459 ft/s2 (see Figure 5.29). 

The drag force oscillates continuously, ranging between 8,244 lbs and 9,436 lbs 

with an average of 8,848 lbs. However, the rotation rate for the VPRP model peaks 

at 82 deg/s (see Figure 5.31) and drifts no more than 10 ft from its initial position 

(see Figure 5.32) throughout the computed time range. Furthermore, the canopy apex 

and payload never see more than 2.6 ft of horizontal separation (see Figure 5.33). 
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Figure 5.27: Flow past the VPRP ;ue. Velocity vectors are colored to scale. 
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Figure 5.28: Altitude profile for the VPRP. 
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Figure 5.29: Velocity profile for the VPRP. 
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Figure 5.30: Canopy drag force for the VPRP. 
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Figure 5.31: Rotation about the vertical axis for the VPRP. 
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Figure 5.32: Horizontal drift for the VPRP. 
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Figure 5.33: Horizontal separation of canopy apex and payload for the VPRP. 



Chapter 6 

Conclusions 

The simulations presented demonstrate the usefulness of the special interface pro

jection techniques of geometric smoothing and porosity homogenization for various 

parachute configurations. While the complexity of these parachutes precludes model

ing by traditional means, the supplementary techniques developed simplify the prob

lem to levels commensurate with current computational capabilities. 

The application of these techniques to two entirely different parachutes shows that 

they are adaptable to situational requirements. In the case of the ringsail parachute, 

where the fluid interface and structure interface are close in approximate area, uniform 

porosity homogenization can accurately test fluid dynamic conditions, while variable 

porosity homogenization is promising for developing locally-accurate canopy stresses. 

Computations on the drogue parachute reveal that relatively simple alterations in 

porosity homogenization can greatly increase the accuracy of the results. 
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